
Capacity (ea.) 1,000 lbs. (454 kg)

Dimensions (ea.) 15.5” x 23.5” (393 mm x 597 mm)

Shipping Weight 46 lbs. (21 kg)

Shippinh Dimensions 26” x 17” x 6” (660 mm x 431 mm x 
152 mm)

Move Vehicles Wherever You Want Them

RCD-1TD
Carts and Dollies
SKU# 5150190
Wheel Dolly Auto Carts

Questions? Contact BendPak’s Sales Team
sales@bendpak.com | 1-800-253-2363

Monday - Friday, 7AM to 4:30PM PST

The RCD-1TD low-profile automobile carts maneuver around the shop with ease on four 3-1/2” steel ball bearing casters. 
Each car dolly can hold up to 1,000 lbs., so you know a set of four can handle whatever you’ve got. Push cars, boats or 
just about any vehicle in all directions. Keep your garage organized so that it operates at optimum efficiency. Sometimes, 
simplicity is the best approach. The RCD-1TD car dollies offer the elegance of a simple design that you can rely on to move 
your vehicles safety around your garage space time and time again. The deep wheel wells on each car dolly ensure your 
vehicle never slips out of place, and the powerful casters will glide when pushed but won’t slide around willy-nilly or roll 
crooked around the garage. Perfect for professional shops and home garage environments. With four dollies (two pairs), 
one adult can push a vehicle where he or she wants with incredible ease.

Sold in pairs. Order 1 pair for a boat trailer, 2 pairs if you need them for an automobile. Now you can keep 2 tons of easily 
mobile metal in your garage.

SpecificationsFeatures
 - Sold in pairs
 - Perfect for moving disabled vehicles
 - Swivel casters allows operator to move vehicles in all 

directions
 - Deep wheel wells keep vehicles secure
 - 3-1/2” cast iron ball bearing casters
 - Sturdy welded steel construction
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